Abstract Huge hospital information system databases can be mined for knowledge discovery and decision support, but artifact in stored non-invasive vital sign (VS) high-frequency data streams limits its use. We used machine-learning (ML) algorithms trained on expert-labeled VS data streams to automatically classify VS alerts as real or artifact, thereby ''cleaning'' such data for future modeling. 634 admissions to a step-down unit had recorded continuous noninvasive VS monitoring data [heart rate (HR), respiratory rate (RR), peripheral arterial oxygen saturation (SpO 2 ) at 1/20 Hz, and noninvasive oscillometric blood pressure (BP)]. Time data were across stability thresholds defined VS event epochs. Data were divided Block 1 as the ML training/cross-validation set and Block 2 the test set. Expert clinicians annotated Block 1 events as perceived real or artifact. After feature extraction, ML algorithms were trained to create and validate models automatically classifying events as real or artifact. The models were then tested on Block 2. Block 1 yielded 812 VS events, with 214 (26 %) judged by experts as artifact (RR 43 %, SpO 2 40 %, BP 15 %, HR 2 %). ML algorithms applied to the Block 1 training/cross-validation set (tenfold cross-validation) gave area under the curve (AUC) scores of 0.97 RR, 0.91 BP and 0.76 SpO 2 . Performance when applied to Block 2 test data was AUC 0.94 RR, 0.84 BP and 0.72 SpO 2 . ML-defined algorithms applied to archived multi-signal continuous VS monitoring data allowed accurate automated classification of VS alerts as real or artifact, and could support data mining for future model building.
Introduction
Hospitalized patients at risk for developing cardiorespiratory instability (CRI) undergo continuous non-invasive monitoring of vital sign (VS) parameters consisting of electrocardiography, automated sphygmomanometry and pulse oximetry to estimate heart rate (HR), respiratory rate (RR), blood pressure (BP) and peripheral arterial O 2 saturation (SpO 2 ). Patients are at CRI risk when their VS parameters vary from pre-determined normality thresholds [1] , but non-normal values can be due to monitoring artifact [2] . Artifact can be due to patient movement, while mechanical artifact or ''noise'' can be due to mains interference (60 Hz), poor impedance, or loose sensors [3] .
Data from physiologic monitors can be archived in hospital information systems, either as averaged data or in a high-frequency waveform state. There is an emerging trend in biomedical research to apply machine learning to mine these enormous ''big'' data repositories, either alone or coupled to other clinical and administrative data, to generate new knowledge or develop clinical decision support [4] . Big data utilization requires tools and techniques for the proper organization, efficient access, and smart analysis of huge volumes of digital data [5, 6] . Artifact in the data presents both technical and methodological challenges to meaningful data use [7] . Human experts can curate datasets by annotating events as real or artifact, but such expert annotation can be costly in terms of time, effort and economic constraints [8, 9] . We sought to determine if using a machine learning method to automate differential recognition of artifact from true VS abnormalities in stored offline monitoring data could be accomplished. Based on clinical observation and practice, we hypothesized that a large proportion of artifact follows patterns based on each VS and its relationship to other VS, which can be described. Machine learning (ML) algorithms can learn to recognize such patterns through training on an initial primary dataset, and next use that knowledge to perform accurate classification of new, unseen examples as real or artifact [10] . ML-based automated pattern recognition has been used to successfully classify patterns in ultrasound, echocardiographic and computerized tomography images [11] [12] [13] , electroencephalogram signals [14] , intracranial pressure waveforms [15] , and word patterns in electronic health record text [16] . We hypothesized that ML could learn and automatically classify VS artifact patterns in a manner which minimizes false positives (artifacts counted as true instability) and false negatives (true instability not captured). This approach, if applied to huge repositories of stored monitoring data, could assist in cleaning artifact from such data. To test our hypothesis that ML could successfully discriminate between real alerts and artifact in collected physiologic data, we split 16 weeks of continuous VS monitoring data of continuous noninvasively monitored patients on a stepdown-unit (SDU) into two 8-week blocks, with Block 1 serving as a ML training/cross-validation set and Block 2 as the external test set.
Materials and methods

Patients and setting
Following local Institutional Review Board approval, we collected continuous VS data streams including HR (3-lead ECG), RR (bioimpedance signaling), SpO 2 (pulse oximeter Model M1191B, Phillips, Boeblingen, Germany; clip-on reusable finger sensor), and intermittent noninvasive BP (minimum frequency 2 h), from all patients over two sequential but separate 8-week time blocks in a 24-bed adult surgical-trauma SDU (Level-1 Trauma Center). Patients were temporally constained to a single block. Demographic and clinical data were obtained from clinical and administrative databases. Block 1 yielded 308 admissions (22,588 total patient-hours of monitoring data; 81.0 mean and 60.9 median hours/patient), and Block 2 yielded 326 admissions (19,046 total patient-hours data; 78.7 mean and 51.6 median monitoring hours/patient). Total monitoring time for both blocks combined was 41,634 h, or 4.72 years of patient monitoring hours (Table 1) .
Event identification
Noninvasive VS monitoring data were recorded at 1/20 Hz for HR, RR and SpO 2 , and systolic (SysBP) and diastolic (DiaBP) blood pressure less frequently. VS excursion beyond local CRI thresholds ( constraint to ensure the events period we seek to analyze contains continuously spaced abnormality with minimum interruption, and lasts sufficiently long to be reasonably considered as clinically relevant. These methods yielded 2333 qualifying events (812 Block 1; 1521 Block 2). For events where multiple VS crossed threshold simultaneously, the event was labeled based on the first VS crossing. The event period analyzed was from the time the first VS crossed threshold until return to the stability range, defining an ''event epoch'' (Fig. 1 ).
Annotation, rules extraction and featurization, and machine learning
We next used Block 1 data to ascertain rules defining events as artifact or real using a two-part process. Part 1 comprised artifact annotation by human experts and iterative rule derivation and numeric feature extraction ( Table 1 ). The rules demonstrated several visually distinct artifact patterns which captured the majority events for each VS-both variable patterns in the artifact signal values themselves and their relationship to the other VS values-which evolved into a limited set of English language (text) rules describing the most commonly encountered multi-signal patterns for artifacts. For numeric feature extraction, these text rules were translated into sets of numeric features derived from the multi-signal time series data. See Fig. 4A for an example of a rule applied to a common SpO 2 artifact pattern, and the numeric features derived from the rule. All rules and features were then iteratively refined through a process where the events were presented in user-friendly 1-or 2-dimensional artifact plots for each VS (Fig. 4B SpO 2 example) with respect to selected features. Events whose label seemed inconsistent with the featurization rules were re-reviewed by the experts after which they were either relabeled, new features were derived, or the text rules and in turn their features were redefined. At the end of these feature-learning steps, we identified 44 numeric features used to characterize various aspects of artifacts for each of the VS in Block 1 (Table 2) , to be applied to each of the five VS signals (HR, RR, SpO 2 , SysBP, DiaBP) and two derived signals: mean BP and BP pulse pressure (PP). The reviewers also annotated all events in Block 2 as real or artifact, to serve as the test set (Table 1 ).
Part 2: Machine learning (Fig. 2 Part 2A)
For each VS, epoch features were ranked by their area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) score from a simple univariate logistic regression model that regressed each individual feature against the annotation labels. Figure 5 illustrates ranking of features for SpO 2 events, grouped by the associated VS signals from which SpO 2 Artifact Rule 3-SpO 2 signal has abrupt step increase or decrease with no changes in HR or RR. Cause may be sensor losing contact and recontacting. Fig. 3 continued the features were derived. To reduce both ML model complexity and risk of over-fitting, we filtered less informative features using an AUC score of 0.7 as an arbitrary cut-point for BP and SpO 2 , and 0.85 for RR, leaving ten features for SpO 2 , five for RR, and five for BP (Table 3) . Next we applied various ML algorithms to learn and validate classification models to predict the event epoch binary labels (artifact vs real) given the features selected. ML algorithms used were: K nearest neighbors (KNN, at different K), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), Naïve
Bayesian classifier (NB), logistic regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM), and random forest (RF) [10, 17, 18] . For computing power spectral density (PSD), we used the Lomb-Scargle periodogram method, which works for unevenly sampled data (i.e. where missing values are possible) using function available from the R package for non-linear time series analyses (ntls).
For each VS type, we identified the best models based on their tenfold cross-validated (CV) AUC scores from Block 1 data. Finally, we applied the selected models to the A Expert rule for this pattern is "oscillatory step increase and decrease in SpO 2 signal without changes in other vital signs. The list of numeric features consistent with the rule is in the box at the right. maximum time gap between consecutive SpO 2 readings (in seconds), and the moving window goodness of fit of the SpO 2 signal measured with the R-square metric when fitting the alert period data to a quadratic model. All individual SpO 2 artifact events (Xs) were captured by 3 patterns: Pattern A (above; 57%) manifested with oscillatory step increases and decreases, Pattern B (24%) of abrupt step increase at conclusion, Pattern C (19%) of sparse signal, also without substantial changes in other VS. The dotted lines represent the visual cut points on the two dimensions between the three patterns. 
Results
The baseline data for Blocks 1 and 2 (demographics, monitor hours, event prevalence), and the events and their expert annotations are summarized in Table 1 . Patients in Blocks 1 and 2 had similar demographics, mean Charlson Co-morbidity Index and hospital length of stay (LOS), but Block 2 patients had shorter SDU LOS. Monitoring hours per block and per patient were similar, but events were greater in Block 2, as were distribution of events per VS. Figure 6 summarizes Block 1 AUC scores from the various ML algorithms following model training and tenfold crossvalidation (CV) AUC plots from tenfold CV experiments on the array of algorithms for three categories of VS events. The mean AUC scores when testing the algorithms on the Block 2 test set data are also displayed. The actual data is listed in Table 4 (electronic supplement), along with standard deviations (SD) of the AUC scores (SDs for Block 1 results obtained from 100 iterations of tenfold-CV on Block 1 data; SDs for Block 2 results obtained by testing Block 2 data on models learned from 100 copies of bootstrapped Block 1 data). In Block 1, RR provided consistently best AUC scores for discriminating real and artifact alerts, ranging from an AUC of 0.970 for RF to 0.951 for K(5)NN. BP ranged from an AUC of 0.907 for LR to 0.860 for NB. SpO 2 ranged from an AUC of 0.764 for NB to 0.702 for both K(5)NN and SVM. An algorithm which Figure 7 presents ROC diagrams illustrating application of the best performing Block 1 models on the Block 2 test set. In both diagrams, the positives refer to real alerts while negatives refer to artifact. Figure 7a illustrates the tradeoff between true positive rate (sensitivity) versus false positive rate (1.0-specificity), and is relevant to ascertain the models ability to identify real instability. The second, Fig. 7b illustrates the tradeoff between true negative rate (specificity) and false negative rate (1.0-sensitivity) to ascertain the model's ability to identify artifact. Clearly, defining the appropriate sensitivity and specificity is not only a function of algorithm performance but also the cost of misclassifying a real event (false negative) against accepting too much as artifact. Even for SpO 2 -the most challenging VS to classify-our artifact identification algorithms remained robust at a false negative rate of 30 %. Thus of our total of 354 expert-annotated SpO 2 artifact in the Block 2 test set, our algorithm would have correctly identified 70 % or 248 of them as artifact events.
Discussion
Our key findings are that (1) many commonly seen VS monitoring artifacts in stored off-line data obtained in SDU care can be captured using a modestly sized set of patterns unique to each VS parameter and its relationship to other VS, (2) VS artifact patterns can be captured by numeric features, which can in turn be used to discriminate VS events as real or artifact, and (3) ML algorithms can perform well in classifying events as real or artifact in offline unseen data. We envision these findings to be of importance in enabling mining of large monitoring data repositories, since artifact recognition and extraction can occur without the use of time-intensive and expensive human annotation. Automating artifact rejection from data repositories holds promise to enable building prediction models based upon an important degree of reliability for true instability.
We believe ours is the first study examining artifact in offline continuous noninvasive monitoring of multiple VS signals in patients outside the ICU. There is precedent for differentiating between artifact and real events in the large publically-available physionet multiparameter intelligent [19, 20] , which was developed to provide large volumes of offline ICU data to serve as a data mining and clinical decision support platform [21] . Waveform information is stored at 125 Hz, and trend parameters at a resolution of once per second, as well as a record of all bedside monitor-generated alarms (monitor sense of arrhythmia or inoperable condition like sensor disconnect) from a single monitor manufacturer (Philips Healthcare). Alarms and inoperable alerts are not verified as correct by humans, except for monitor-generated alarms for extreme bradycardia, tachycardia, ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation, and asystole, which were retrospectively reviewed offline by two independent experts, and discrepancies adjudicated by a third expert. Although MIMIC search engines permit users to determine which signals exist for which patients, user guides caution that there is no guarantee of quality. To avoid requesting noisy data, users can apply a set of signal quality indices for ECG and BP data, based on a combination of statistical measures in time and frequency domains, as well as a multiple-channel ECG performance and correlation to past data. Nevertheless, these are for screening and not annotation, and some artifacts are not well represented [21] . Using MIMIC II, Aboukhalil et al. [22] developed an algorithm to identify ECG alarms for critical arrhythmias when the annotated ECG signal (real or artifact) was featurized and considered in relationship to the invasive arterial BP signal. For example, extreme bradycardia evolved as a function of the maximum negative error allowed between the ECG calculated HR and the intra-arterial BP-derived HR, and the number of beats used to calculate the HR. Other investigators also describe handling noisy signals in the MIMIC databases [23] [24] [25] .
There are a variety of ways that online artifact alerts at the bedside have been addressed by the monitoring industry, including analog and digital filters using temporal or spatial averaging techniques to address mains interference, electromagnetic emissions and muscle signals on the ECG [26] . Adaptive filtering algorithms have been proposed [27] [28] [29] [30] , Fig. 6 Mean area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) scores from tenfold cross-validation (CV) experiments on the array of algorithms for three categories of VS events. Training and validation (tenfold CV) on the Block 1 (gray lines) data is displayed, along with the mean AUC scores when testing the algorithms on the Block 2 test set data (black lines). The best performing algorithms vary across the vital sign type: random forest for respiratory rate (RR), logistic regression for blood pressure (BP), Naïve Bayes for peripheral oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry (SpO 2 ) (results and standard deviations also in Table 4 electronic supplement). Key: NN nearest neighbor, LDA linear discriminative analysis, NB Naïve Bayesian classifier, LR logistic regression, SVM support vector machine, RF random forest, RR respiratory rate, BP blood pressure, SpO2 peripheral pulse oximetry A B Fig. 7 The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) diagrams showing the performance of the best model learned from Block 1 data (random forest for RR, logistic regression for BP and Naïve Bayes for SpO2) when tested on Block 2 data for the three vital sign event categories with respect to the true positive rate (TPR) relative to the false positive rate (FPR; 7A) and the true negative rate (TNR) relative to the false negative rate (FNR, 7B). Respiratory rate (RR, dark gray line) was the easiest to classify, peripheral oxygenation by pulse oximetry (SpO 2 , black line) was the most difficult to discriminate. Performance on blood pressure (BP, light gray line) is in between. Positive refers to true alerts, and negative to artifact along with alert-related filters that recover signals at defined intervals in cases of periodic noise patterns [31, 32] , and signal reconstruction [33] . However the problem we seek to address is different as it applies to already collected offline data to be cleaned for mining purposes. Such a system should be agnostic to propriety artifact labeling approaches across monitor types within or across hospitals, lending to greater generalizability. There is also precedent for ML artifact detection applied in smaller local datasets of high frequency physiologic ICU monitoring data. Tsien [34] examined neonatal ICU data and used decision trees to first detect artifact in multiple signals, and then LR to differentiate between real alerts and artifact with mixed results, although better results were obtained when neural networks were applied. There are also studies using ML of archived offline ICU signal data in developing outcome risk models. Several used filtering to screen artifact from data streams of ECG and/or arterial BP signals for modeling for cardiac arrest or mortality [35, 36] . Others used data streams from ICU and OR databases to predict impending events (35) or provide decision support [37, 38] , but did not explicate how the problem of artifact was addressed. Finally, some addressed the problem by developing data repositories in real time wherein they videotaped the entire LOS, and then had experts view the videotapes and annotate bedside alarm conditions as artifact when based upon observed patient movement or clinician activity (turning the patient, changing sensors, drawing blood, etc.) [39, 40] . Although this direct observation method for artifact versus real event discrimination can increase accuracy, the tradeoff is in limited monitoring hours, as well as significant human annotation time.
In contrast, our approach seeks to develop algorithms to automate accurate annotation of VS events directly within the archived local parent database as real or artifact to clean the repository, using pattern recognition and machine learning of VS data that is independent of proprietary monitor manufacturer-assigned alarm states. Our data demonstrate that artifact in offline VS data were, for the most part, not difficult to classify. The majority of RR artifact was captured by two primary patterns (RR alert in the absence of a HR signal, indicating unreliable bioimpedance capture for RR calculation [91 %], and sparse RR signal in concordance with a dense HR signal [9 %]). Although most SpO 2 artifact was captured by three patterns (Fig. 4B) , they proved the most difficult to classify with ML given the current set of features and models. This may be because of more potential causes for SpO2 artifact (signal most prone to motion artifact, ambient light, thickness of skin or nails, skin discoloration, changes in perfusion [41] ), making patterns less repetitive and therefore more difficult to classify. Nevertheless, our artifact detection algorithms make some headway in differentiating between SpO 2 real alerts vs artifact, and would have correctly identified 70 % or 248 artifacts in Block 2 data as artifact events.
The ultimate goal for classification is 100 % accurate identification of artifact with no misclassification of true events but, as seen in Fig. 7 , the AUCs are not perfect, and cutoff thresholds must be chosen. When applying this method with the goal of eliminating artifact from stored data to develop models predicting true instability, identifying the real instability is more relevant, and threshold choice plays a role in determining the extent of purity of the resultant classified true instability. Setting a higher threshold will yield fewer instability events but of higher confidence-an approach more acceptable when there is an abundance of data. But in a small data set, researchers may be willing set a lower AUC potentially accepting more artifact so that more instability events can be modeled, but confidence in the models would be lower. In practice, the best threshold choice is determined by the robustness of the algorithm and the amount of available data.
Much past work uses curated datasets for prediction modeling, but available datasets are few, do not apply to all populations, have been assembled at expense, and may reflect proprietary monitor characteristics limiting generalizability. The newer challenge is to leverage raw data accumulating in local repositories using local monitors and clinical record capture for predictive and analytic capabilities [42] . We see the need to provide for both automated annotation of physiologic monitoring data agnostic to proprietary monitor alarms, and integrate additional timetagged biological, clinical and administrative data at the local level in order to improve data mining of instability causes and treatment [6] . Although using bedside charted and validated VS are possible, they are intermittent and do not capture important information about regulatory mechanisms and interrelationships that are only found within granular data streams and waveforms [43, 44] , the tradeoff being that granular continuous data sources are riddled with artifact [36] . It is imperative that valid methodologies be developed to handle the problem of artifact detection, annotation and elimination in large sets of granular data. Only in this manner can data mining for clinical decision support be accurate. The approach we describe holds promise for meeting this challenge.
In future research, better methods to resolve any inconsistency in the human adjudication process such as use of a larger pool of defined experts or even ''crowd sourcing'' [45, 46] , use of an active ML method to select the most difficult cases for annotation [8, 9] , and better approaches to extract features that reflect the expert rules with high fidelity and consistency, may prove beneficial in improving the positive predictive value and sensitivity of the discrimination in the unseen data.
Our study has limitations. First, our ''ground truth'' definition of real versus artifact events was defined by two experts with extensive clinical experience in differentiation of real and artifactual waveforms at the bedside. They may have applied an incorrect label even in agreement of such, or missed noting key features important in their discrimination. Thus, our ground truth may not be as objective as a method using direct patient observation, or a larger expert review panel. However, our annotation method was similar to that used to annotate MIMIC [22] , and we were able to annotate data for a number of patients and monitoring hours many magnitudes greater than studies using direct patient observation. In future study, better methods to improve objectivity and inconsistency resolution in the human adjudication process, and better approaches to extract features reflecting the expert rules with high fidelity may help improve robustness of ground truth, and in turn the positive predictive value and sensitivity of discrimination in the unseen data. Thus, our work provides a good start in developing a framework and approach to inform future exploration. Second, for some VS the prevalence of artifacts was rare as compared to real alerts. For example, HR artifacts were too few to build reliable classifiers given the severely unbalanced class distribution. Our requirements for event tolerance and persistence, rather than merely crossing a VS threshold, likely screened out some artifact, thereby losing key discriminatory information and blunting the models. In a future study we plan to run the models with the persistence requirement lifted to answer the question. Some disparity between Blocks 1 and 2 event prevalence and VS type may have contributed to novel features in Block 2, although this would bias our results to be weaker than they could have been otherwise. Finally, or data were obtained from one institution and one monitor manufacturer. Future algorithm refinement may benefit from data obtained from more than one institution and multiple monitor manufactures to improve generalizability.
Conclusions
VS events are common in continuously monitored clinical data, and the majority of most single VS parameter artifacts are associated with patterns specific for each VS. ML is applied to repositories of high frequency VS physiologic monitoring to learn artifact patterns and then recognize them in unseen data. Providing the ability to differentiate VS events as real alerts or artifact in local clinical monitoring data repositories is an important breakthrough. Such ability is necessary to utilize large data repositories to build meaningful prediction models in big data.
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